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[57] ABSTRACT

A control system for an mdustrial plant receives plant

data and combines that plant data with a plurality of

graphical patterns representing the plant. In this way a

series of prepared displays are created to be displayed

fox a user of the control system. If the user wants to

simplify one or more of the displays, in order to make it

more clear, the control system has means for modifying

the displays, and displaying that modified display. The
modification may be one of a number of possibilities

such as deletion (masking) part or all of the display. In

this way, the full plant information may be presented, or

more limited information may be presented, e.g. to a

more experienced user.
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more simple for an experienced user. The operator then
CONTROL SYSTEM FOR AN INDUSTRIAL can switch between one prepared pattern and another.
PLANT, A DISPLAY DEVICE FOR SUCH A depending on his level of experience.

Furthermore, Japanese patent application laid-open
CONTROLLING AN INDUSTRUL PLANT 5 number SMSVOCwTso suggests thZ for a given^at-

HArK-rtwriTivn r.p thr IM^/l3>mr»xI
prepared displays may be provided, eachBACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION displaying different conditions, e.g. one displaying tem-

1. Field of the Invention perature conditions corresponding to the pattern, an-

The present invention relates to a control system for other displaying pressure conditions corresponding to

an industrial plant. Such control systems have one or the pattern, etc., so that the operator may select a par-
more display devices for displaying information relating ticular group of plant data for observation,
to the plant, and the present invention is particularly In Japanese patent application laid-open number
concerned with such display devices. The present in- 55-157009, however, every display that is to be dfa-
vcntion also relates to a method ofcontrolling an indus- played has a corresponding prepared display, i.e. a dif-
trial plant. 15 ferent prepared display is needed for each particular

2. Descnption of the pnor art manner of presentation. Thus, it may be desired to have
Most complex mdustrial plants have at least one con- one display of a particular pattern showing a large

trol with displays for displaying information about the amount of information, and this will need one prepared
operation ofthe plant, to enable an operator (the user of display, and a the further prepared display will be
the controO to monitor flie perfoimance of the plant. It 20 ^^^^^ ^ ^ displayed wii a more

n^'-^^il' ^
^ display (sudi as a lu^ted amount of information. The number of preparedCRT, VBU. or I^f^f^ Kreen) IS arranged to display displays is therefore large. Since a large amount of pro-

ST^f f
mformadon, correspondmg to g,,^g ^^rk (up to 3 days) may bf required to Jro-d^erent parts ofthe plant, for example, m practice, the juce each prepared display, the to4l amount ofwork iscontrol system Stores one or more patterns representme 25 - S *Tp, *^ /» w*^ vw«m amuimi, wi wwe. w

the plant which forms the hasis ofthe dispky. iCs! S^irjf^f
P^^^™^.^^

patterns arc made of a plurality of pattern elements, ''^"^^ P^P^^^ ^^y^*
such as symbols representing pumps, valves, and lights SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
for interconnecting them so that the pattern represents a j- i. i_ • . .

the plant. Furthermore, the control system receives 30
Accordmg to the present mvenbon, it is proposed

plant data representing operatmg conditions of the ^fiat means be provided for modifying a given prepared

plant, such as temperature or pressure at particular
^^^^^^ P™^ ^ display by the display device of the

points, whether valves are open or closed, whether a
control system. With such an arrangement, the number

pump is running or not, etc. The plant data is then com- prepared displays is reduced because, if a display is

bined with the patterns in a way which is preset, to form 35 wanted for a given pattern and a large amount of data,

one or more prepared displays. The operator may then another display is wanted for the same pattern and

select one of those prepared displays, and display it ^ limited amount of data, then the prepared dis-

when needed, or the apparatus may be arranged to Pj^^ correspond to the former, and that prepared^

display sequentially all those prepared displays. display is then modified to produce the latter, ^[ie mod-y^
At its simplest, the designer of the control system 40 ideation of the prepared display-may_be pne_or.more of

detennines which plant data is to be displayed with a /-^^^fi^ range of pgSsiBlg'^'c^ifigatil^^w^
given pattern, so that the prepared patterns are entirely / sel^^llSpithWSe^^
preset, and there is only one prepared disolav corre- "Thes'S*lDSio^ifi1cti^<d>S^ in more detail

spending to each pattern. Ui^^^^W^^^^f^^^S^^M^oii
However, such a system has a disadvantage. If the 45 [^^ZZ-

operator of the system is relatively inexperienced, it is }) Deletion^ modification may involve the deletion

often helpful for the display to display all the plant data from the display of some of the plant data associated

relating to the part ofthe plant corresponding to a given with a given pattern, so that only the necessary or de-
pattern. Furthermore, explanatory information can also sired data is displayed. This may be, for example, to
be displayed. The display then becomes compUcated 50 simplify the display for an experienced user, or to col-

because the relative inexperience of the operator re- lect a particular type of data (e.g. temperature, pressure,
quires that complex information. etc.) for display. This type of modification will be re-

However, if the operator is already experienced, or ferr^tp subsequently as masking.^_ _

an mexperienced operator learns more about the sys- Z^hange of intensity/rather than completelv^dele^
tem, it then becomes less important for some ofthe plant 55 in^g^Jamt^date^f^j^ is also^possible for
data to be displayed. Then, the very complexity of the .imnecessary^or non-useS3'*mfoiTm
display tends to reduce the efficiency of the operator, ^"itg^^ii'^iOSiyLej^^ the more important^
because there is the risk ofthe operator becoming, con- /^plantBata-is more prominent.

/^^^

fused by the volume of information that is displayed. It 3.^ramlation/a further possible modification is to
|

is preferable, then for a simpler display to be provided, 60 move some or all ofthe plant data, or even the whole of
in which only that information which is actually neces- the pattern, on the display screen. There are two situa-

sary or desired by the operator is displayed. tions where this is important. Firstly, suppose several
Japanese patent application laid-open 55-157009 seeks parameters are associated with e.g. a pattern element in

to solve this problem. It proposes that more than one the prepared pattern. Suppose then that e.g. by deletion,
prepared display is provided for a given pattern (e.g. 65 some of those data are not displayed. Then, the dis-
corresponding to a particular part of the plant). Then, played data may be spaced by a significant amount from
one of those prepared displays may be relatively com- the correspondmg pattern element Then, the modifica-
plete. for an mexperienced user, and another may be tion may involve translation of that plant data to a posi-

12/12/2003, EAST Version: 1.4.1
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tion closer to the pattern element with which it is asso- FIG. 8 is a block diagram showing the hardware
ciated. A further alternative arises when the deleted components of the embodiment shown in FIG. 1;

data is extensive, so that a substantia] part of the display FIG. 9 shows schematically a comparative example

is blank. Then, it is preferable for the whole of the re- of a known control system;

maining part of the display including the pattern to be 5 FIGS. 10 to 25 illustrate displays which may be pro-

shifted so that it is approxiniately central in the display duced by the control system of the present invention;

screen. and

4./^^^angeof colb^: rather than mask or reduce an FIG. 26 shows a block diagram of part of an embodi-

intensity ofunwanted data, it is possible for unimportant ment of a control system having means for providing a

data to be displayed a different colour, so that the im- 10 hard*copy print-out of a display.

portant data may readily be distinguished. Further alter- _ nprQPRtpttom
natives vwthin this type of modification include reverse *AlLbD DEbCRIFTlON

colouring, in which the background and the data col- In the following description, the following terminol-

ours are^reyersed so that they are more readily visible. ogy should be noted. As mentioned above, plant data

5. Magnificationyiinportant data may be emphasised \5 representing operating parameters of the plant (there-

by making it appear larger on the display, although the fore variable) is combined with a graphical pattern

dispjay^may bej:h^^d in size. representing the plant (which is fixed and will be re-

6. Periodic clmges: as described above, all the modi- ferred to as fixed form hiformation) to form a prepared

Hcations are static. However, it is also possible for e.g. display. That prepared display may be displayed on a
unportant mfonnation to be flashed, so that it is more 20 suitable display device (CAT, VDU, etc.) or may be
readily visible, by periodically carrying out some or all modified to form a modified display, before being dis-

ofthe modifications discussed above, so that emphasis is played on the display device. For the sake of clarity, a

given to the important information. display formed by that combination of a graphical pat-

In a further development of the present invention, tern and plant data will be hereinafter referred to as a

additional mfonnation may also be presented. For ex- 25 "screen", this term applying both to modified and un-

ample, some plant data e.g. enthalpy is obtained by a modified displays. Since the word **screen" is used for

calculation from other plant data. Then, the operator the information displayed, the component on which
may choose whether that enthalpy data is displayed or that "screen" is displayed will be referred to as a display

not, and this may also be considered a modification of device.

the prepared display. Yet another possibility is for addi- 30 FIG. 1 shows a block diagram representing, in func-

tional indicators to be provided on the display, such as tional terms, an embodiment of the present invention,

pointers to particularly important parts of the display. being a control system for an industrial plant. Plant

It is preferable for the control system of the present parameters, such as temperature, pressure, flow rate,

invention to have a printer for providing a hard-copy operational states of components of the plant, etc., may
print-out ofthe display. Such a hard-copy print-out may 35 be detected by suitable means (not shown) and input to

be triggered by the operator, or may be triggered auto- the control system. The control system then has a com-
matically, e.g. when there is a malfunction of the plant ponent 1 which converts those plant parameters to plant

The hard-copy print-out may be of the modified display data, ie, information representing the process being

as actually presented on the display means, or may be carried on by the plant. That processed information is

the prepared display with all the information concern- 40 transmitted to component 2 in which it is combined
ing the operation as planned. with a corresponding graphical pattern, i.e. information

It is also possible for more than one display to be pre-prepared in fixed form. The combined process in-

presented simultaneously on a display screen, and each formation and fixed form information produce a plural-

display may then be a modified prepared display. ity of prepared displays, and one or more of those pre-

As was mentioned above the present invention relates 45 pared displays is then selected and transmitted to a

not only to a control system for the plant, but also re- component 3 which carries out modification of that

lates to a method of operating such a control system, prepared display, and the modified display may then be
and to a display device and display method for such a displayed by a suitable display device 4, and may also be
control system. copied onto a hard-copy print-outby means of a display

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS ^ ^^feencopying component 11. Asd^ti^fthe ^^^^
x^i-^^ivxi

/mformation to be processed-and displayed may be
Embodiments of the present invention will now be sprinted out automatically in accordance with change

described in detail, by way of example, with reference tHejtateoftiie^components ofthe plant whichare being

to the accompanying drawings in which: momtoredTelg sjuch changes,in the components suSject

FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of a control system 55 Jo-monitoring^ch as "operation^ phases orstart^

according to the present invention; ^shut-down",^"operating situations (running), stopping^

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating in more detail / etc."^non-normal state" and the like, or in accordance
part of the control system of FIG, 1; / wth a request,^ activated by the user of the display

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of one component of the /device^Such a request may include a request for a clas-

part of the control system shown in FIG. 2; 60 sified display of the display processors, a request for a
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of another component of classified display ofsteam systems, water systems, etc. a

the part of the control system shown in FIG. 2; request for the display of the computer value of states of

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a further component of the process, such as enthalpy, entropy, etc., a request

the part of the control system shown in FIG. 2; for display of a pre-estimated value of a pre-estimated

FIG. 6 is a block diagram of part of the component 65 trend ,of a process being carried on by the plant, a re-

shown in FIG. 4; quest for the display the deviation of a parameter fi'om

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of part of the component a normal value or a standard value, a request for a dis-

shown in FIG. 5; play of the deviation of a plant parameter from safety

12/12/2003, EAST Version: 1.4.1
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5 6
conditions, a request for a display of the deviation in a who signals via component 6, but also when there is a
plant parameter during a change, etc. change in state in the plant being controlled, which may
The information displayed on the display device may be signalled via component 5. For example, if an acci-

include plant data which is computed by an arithmetic dent occurs in the plant, the component 5 may request
process function component 7 only when requested. 5 that a screen including information about the plant to be
Such plant data may include enthalpy, entropy, etc., copied automatically.
furthermore, if unnecessary pieces of information are Referring now to FIG. 26, a prepared display (basic
excluded from the modified display to be displayed on screen) at a functional block 261 is combined v/ith one
the display device 4, the display may become unbal- or more items of mask screen information from func-
anced, and this may be detected by a knowledge pro- 10 tional blocks 262, 263, 264. This combination occurs at
cessing function component 8 which causes the parts of functional block 265, wfiicK^torSlcreen overlapping
the display to be moved on the display device screen, so information, and thus genei^es-display'screeirinforma-
that the modified display is balanced. tion at functional block 266.
Of course, presentation of any particular display on Means 267 for generating a hard copy is suitable

the display device 4 is unnecessary if the operator is not 15 between the functional block 261 and the functional
present Therefore, means 9 may be provided for de- block 267 so that a hard copy can be generated Thus, as
tecting the presence of tiie operator. Also, since the shown in FIG. 26, when a screen copying instruction is

operator must be taking note of the displays presented given, that instruction may be to copy a screen as actu-
on the display screen, a display information function ally displayed (display screen) (Le. the hard copy block
device 12 may be provided showing that a particular 20 267 as connected to the block 266) or may copy the
display has been automatically displayed. In the case of underlying prepared display (referred to as a basic
an automatic display, it is then possible to provide auto- screen) (Le. the hard copy block 267 is connected to the
matic deletion of the displayed display after a predeter- block 261). The copy may be of the basic screen or the
mined time limit displayed screen. FIG. 26 also shows a functional block
As was mentioned above, one reason for modification 25 268 for monitoring the display screen information,

of a prepared display is the amount of experience po- FIG. 3 is a flow diagram showing the processing of
sessed by operator. Therefore, the system may have a priority requests 20. referred to above. When a plurality
device 10 for indicating to the rest ofthe control system of requests are transmitted, tiie first step is advance
the skill level of the operator. For example the device processing to confirm acceptance and order_„the re-
10 may receive an ID card identifying tiie operator, and 30 quests, and this is earned out by,step 200..lien, a step7
the amount of plant data to be displayed may be deter- /201~carrics'out'pnority processing to determine which
mined in accordance with the skill of the operator. ^screaa^b select,-arid-then a st^~202 priority

Various operations for modifying the prepared dis- ^processing:of the:display device on which the screen is

plays have been mentioned above. The most important /;to-be.displayed./
is the process and editing function carried out by com- 35 In some cases, it may be necessary to interrupt the'^
ponent 3, and the effect of this function on a screen display ofa screen, e.g. to display another screen, and in
displayed by a display device of the control system will this case it is necessary to process a signal requiring
now be described. urgent interruption of the display screen, which is car-
FIG. 2 is a diagram representing the functional steps ried out at step 203. Furthermore, there may also be

ofthe processing and editing function carried out by the 40 requests that no screen be displayed, and such display
comppnents^qnjofprm^ excluding processing is carried out by step 204. The
yffi?^ information foF^^rebn feS'^iorOiSfroeessing order of tiiese various processes is determined by post
^"J^gggyjy^i^oiponents 5, 6, 9 and 10 shown in^ processing step 209, and tiie priority order tiius deter-|/

i^£^?f^^J^'^^P> P™^ ^^^im^M^ mined is stored in a priority order memory 25. Then, if

P"9BliPJ^^.j?^g^'^Me^^^ 45 a screen selected with the highest priority is subse-lj
in a priority order mempry 25? That stored priority quentiy deleted, the screen with the next priority cani
order determines the order of selection^2i '6|^onna- then be selected.

^
tion from tiie^^pliifality of text^'^form information (i.e. Based on the priority processing discussed above
^phical patterns^repre|e^^ with reference to FIG. 3, the processing of information
ponent 2, and then thatjaformation is subject to a pro- 50 on a screen to modify that screen will be carried out.
cess-operation 22~and an-editing operation 23? If the/^ FIG. 4 shows the processing steps of the processing
control-system «has'*a»plurality*of display devi^^^ operation 22 in FIG. 2, namely the processing of fixed
d^playing processrand editing screens,:an appropriate form screen information. After advance processing by
display device is selected by a display device selection step 220 of the arithmetic processing 7 referred to with
^<«g24^d display of 1^ appropriate^creen isjsarriied 55 reference to FIG, 1, the following processes are carried
outTheop^tionpfthe&play d^^^ out 1. Masking of unnecessary information. Suppose

^liS^^l&^I ^'^^^ of*l|ey tiiat there is a screen display of operating situations of
f^efen displayed when tiiat^^^^ plant situations, operating situations of an apparatus,
i^y.-Moreover, the^device-Urfor^^ggg^^ and process conditions such as pressure, temperature,
onto ha^d-copy may be provided, and^n^^ 60 flow rate, etc. Then, suppose that the user inputs a
/following operationsr(l)'Qn the basis of information request for a more limited display of information, for
excluded from tiie screen by masking or similar opera- example to display only information concerning pres-
tions can also be printed on the hard-copy. It can be sure, or to display only information concerning tiie
seen that the most important feature of the screen as parts ofthe system that are running, and other informa-
displayed on the di^lay device is visual clarity, 65 tion is masked by the masking processes 221, and so will
whereas the total amount of information may be more not be displayed To achieve this masking, each screen
important on a hard-copy. (2) It is possible for such may be divided up, in advance, into a plurality of areas,
printing to occur not only at the request of the operator, and then masking is achievable by either masking or not
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masking one or more of those areas. Thus, many mask- It may be desired for the screen to display additional

ing possibilities exist. For example, if there are n mask- information to that supplied, by performing arithmetic

ing areas on one screen, 2" screen variations exist. operations on the original data. For example, enthalpy

2. Reducing an intensity of unnecessary information may be calculated using pressures and temperatures,

In the masking process described above, unnecessary 5 rates of change may be calculated from changes in the

information is masked and thereby excluded &om the amounts present, and such calculations may be achieved

display of the screen. In the reduction of intensity pro- t)y an^arithmetic processing step 231.

cess, shown at step 222, a related operation is carried 2| Adjustment of display area/

out in which the uimecessary information is made less Suppose that a screen displays flow rate, pressure,

prominent on the screen, which thus has the effect of 10 and temperature of a fluid flowing inside the pipe in a

making the desired information more prominent. Re- display of a piping system. Suppose then that the user

duction of intensity can be achieved by defining areas of desires to exclude from the display both the rate and

the screen in a similar way to that done for the masking temperature. Then, only the pressure is displayed and,

operation.

„

„ depending on the masking areas, the display of pressure

/3. Colouring of desired information^ may be spaced from the display of the pipe to which it

The'above steps (1) and'(2) make unnecessary infor- relates. Then, there may be some confusion in relating

mation less prominent or cancel it totally from the dis-
pressure display to the corresponding pipe part, and

play of the screen. However, it is also possible to make therefore a process at step 232 may move the location of

the desired information more prominent, by displaying ^® display of the pressure to a point on the screen

it in a different colour. This may be carried out at step ^ corresponding pipe. In order to achieve

223. the various information (temperature, pressure.

4]/Eniarging^fde^^ J ™y arranged in priority order, with the highest

It^ is also^ssible to change the size of the desired
Pnonty corresponding to a position closest to the pipe,

information, at step 224, to make the desired informa- ^hf - some of^ mformation is masked, information

tion more prominent. highest pnonty order is moved to a posi-

5. Flickering of desired information ^9^4"^^
i^^

P'^!'. V
Process step 225 may arrange for desired infonnation 4g^gSg&°^^

to be caused to flicker on the screen, thereby making it .

When maskmg is performed to exclude mmecessary

more prominent.
mformation from the screen, the screen may then be-

6 Other procfesses
^ come unbalanced because the infonnation then dis-

There are other operations which may be carried out
^^^^^ ^

'SSf
^ ^^'^

""l"^^

inthescreen,andtSeareshowninFIG.4b?^^^^^ LS^diflr^™
and are illustrated in more detail in FIG. 6. In fa<i, thi^ ^n,l^^ITT' ^ 'T^l

1 J . ^ ^ balanced. This operauon is controlled by the knowl-
edge processing LcUoncompo^^^^

pv/M umtica auwi
. 4. Display of screen requests^

a) ammated maskmg, m which the maskmg of part of ^as w^ mentioned above, the user may request that
the screen is turned on and off penodical y. For exam- ^^^^ infonnation is displayed. Aen, it is
pie, this apphcable to the display of a start-up opera-

^^^ful for the screen also to contamL indication of the
tion witoi a pipmg system, in which the pipmg system 40 restricted nature of the display, by saying for example
IS divided up mto a number ofare^ and those areas are that the screen displays oVpr^u^ only displays
altemately masked and un-masked, with this operation ^^thalpy, etc. This may be achieved by a stepm
being apphed m opposite senses to adjacent parts of the S./Speclfi^roce'ssing
pipmg system. ..... Tliere are a number of further operations that may be

b) ammated reduction of mtensity may provide a 45 carried out at a further step 235, and this is illustrated in
smulareffecttoa)above.butforaredttctionof intensity more detaU in FIG.-7. The.processes may include:
proems rather than a maskmg process.

a) Aultiwindow/multiscreen processing:? this in-
c) display reversmg processmg, m which the colours volves-^the use of a multivSdow function of a display

of desired infonnation, and the background colour of device, so that two screens may be displayed on the
the screen, are reversed relative to the rest ofthe screen. 50 display device. Examples of such a multiwindow ar-
thereby mcreasmg the prominence of the desired infor- rangement may include-
mation. This operation is not confmed to reversal of i)'if screens are ord^id iri a priority"brdS, one Win-
colours, however, and other methods such as decolour- dov^Sy^Sw thrscreen-ofM^^^
mg may also be apphed. 'SSSSSf^llSS^^t^'^
Any one or more of the operations 221, 222, 55 /pnoHToJaer^'^if a screen

223,224,225 and 226 m FIG, 4 may be apphed to a previous time has been overridden, that overridden
screen signal, as requested by a user, and then the out- screen may be shown in a window. For example, when
puts of the vanous processes are combined at a post- a different screen is automaticaUy displayed, tiiereby
processmg step 229 to permit tiie modified screen to be overriding the selection of screen by the user, the win-
displayed. ^ dow may show the screen that has been overriden, b)
FIG. 5 illustrates the operation of screen editing. A Screen renewing: this involves successively operating a

screen processed by the operations shown in FIG. 4 is screen renewal operation when the screen has been
then input into the editing process 23 in FIG. 2, and this displayed. For example, suppose an instruction is given
is shown in detail in FIG. 5. As shown in FIG. 5, an to delete one screen and replace it by anotiier screen,
advance processing step 230 receives the screen infor- 65 Then, the processing may arrange for the fu^t screen to
mation, and then one or more of the following processes seem gradually to disappear from one side, with the
may be carried out: next screen gradually seeming to appear from that side.

1. Additional processing of arithmetic information. This process also may permit two sorts of screen to be
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displayed through a synthetic processing, c) Symbol Sdstance of fluid flow is displayedJjy a display withTa^
display: it is possible for a symbol, such as a pointing different colour, and the operatipnal states of the system
fmger or arrow to be displayed on the screen to draw ,are displayed digitellyrXhu^tfe^^^ conditions
the attention of a user to some specific feature. ofthe s>^a^i|dis|layed^fe a user ofthe display-devicZ
Using the system described above with reference to 5 As illustrated in FIG. 10, the screen also shows some

FIGS. 1 to 7, the operation of an embodiment of the process conditions displayed by a bar-graph at the right
present invention has been described, and hardware for hand side of the screen. Then, the present invention is

achieving this is shown in FIG. 8 which shows: applied to the screen shown in FIG. 10, to delete the
1) a process input device 30: a device for inputting process states with a zero value, since these present no

processed information of a plant or an apparatus system. 10 information to the user. Masking is carried out on such
2) An arithmetic processing device 33: a device for information as indicated by diagonal lines in FIG. 10,

carrying out the processing operations, editing, arith- and the result is the screen shown in FIG. 11.
metic functions, etc., as discussed with reference to For example, when an input device such a touch
FIGS. 1 to 7. This device has the functions of compo- panel is used, a touch area for indicating processing and
nents 2,3,5,7 and 8 in FIG. 1. 15 editing of the display screen may be provided at a par-

3. (Dperator detecting device 31: this is a device for ticular area of the screen, e.g. the bottom of the screen
detecting the existence of an operator and carrying out as shown in FIG. 10. In this case, when it is intended to
the function shown by component 9 in FIG. 1. mask zero values, this may be achieved by touching an

4) ID card input device 32: this permits ID cards to be area of that touch panel marked "zero value mask" and
input which store information concerning the users of 20 this causes information with a zero value to be deleted
the display device, to enable the display device to adapt from the screen.
to different users. This thus carries out the function of FIG. 12 illustrates a screen corresponding to a low
component 10 in FIG. 1. pressure clean-up system. With the screen, if a request is

5) Screen display device 34: this displays processed input that information concerning apparatuses which
and edited screens, and may be a CRT (VDU), a large- 25 are stopped is deleted from the screen, and only those
sized display, or a similar display, and thus carries out apparatuses which are working are displayed, the appa-
the function of component 4 in FIG. 1. ratuses which ape not working may be masked, and the

6) Screen copying device 35: this device permits result is shown by the screen in FIG. 13. This screen is

screens to be copied to a hard-copy, and thus carries out much more clear.

the function of component 11 in FIG. 1 30 FIG. 14 shows a screen representing a turbme
7) Operator demand input device 36: this permits the steam/drain piping system. If the user of the display

user of the display device to input requests, and thus device requests fop this screen to be displayed showing
fulfills the function of component 6 in FIG. 1. only the temperatures of the various processes being

8) Information device 37 and indicator 38; these may carried out, masking of specific areas shown in FIG. 15
inform and indicate automatic screen display in order to 35 by diagonal lines may occur, and the result is a simpli-
attract the attention of a user to a particular screen, and fied screen as showm in FIG. 16.
thus carry out the function indicated by component 12 FIG. 17 is a screen showing a power source system,
in FIG. 1. If a user requests that only voltage values of this screen
By way of comparison, FIG. 9 shows fimctions car- be displayed, areas may be masked as shown by diago-

ried out by a known control system. This known con- 40 nal hues in FIG. 18, thereby simpHfying the screen,
trol system may be compared to that of the present Those masked parts will be deleted from the final screen
invention as shown in FIG, 1, and corresponding com- in a similar way to that shown in FIG. 16.
poncnts are indicated by the same reference numerals. .FIGr-19 mustrates^grapmc^y"a~spei;^^
Thus, in the known system, process information 1 is method fop adjustifffthe pfoc^ses informatioi^^
read periodically, and is combined witii fixed form 45 /area, as refen-ed to libove. MonnatiSn is display
screen information 2 prepared m advance. The pre- priority 'orde^^d when information with a higfier
pared screen is then displayed on a display device 4. priority is c<5nsider«3"by the user to be unnecessary.
Screens may be selected automatically, particularly if a /information display^ in,;tiie,next priority order may ^
change is detected in the plant or apparatus being con- ^mo^fedliiii^^Sidly^^ information
trolled, as shown at component 5, and also screens can 50 witii higi^t priority uppermost,
be changed in accordance with a request from a user of FIG. 20 illustrates in mope detail an example of an
the display device, shown by component 6. The screen animated masking process, discussed above with refer-
can also be copied using a display screen copying com- ence to FIG. 6 in which the attention of the user is

ponent 11. attracted by flickering of part or all of the display. In a
Specific examples of screens producible by the pres- 55 similar way, FIG. 21 shows a specific example of an

ent invention will now be described with reference to enlarging operation. This was referred to above with
FIG. 10 to 25. reference to FIG. 4, and ensures that desired informa-
FIG. 10 shows graphically a plant being a piping tion is enlarged on the display to give it a higher visibil-

system, in which various processes are displayed. In ity.___ —^
FIG, 10, the plant is a steam power plant, and the screen 60 yFIGS. 22 to 25 illustrate a specific example of/a
shows a steam turbine gland seal and the vacuum sys- screen balance adjustment process,~referred to above
tern of the plant In this screen, there is shown graphi- ^with reference to FIG. S.rln FIG. 22, there is shown the
cally apparatus such as a high pressure turbine (HP TB), operation of masking part ofjjcreen/to di^gy only
a low pressure turbine (LP TB), a vacuum-,pump ^'e desired^jicJo^ is an unt^anced
Q^^';5?)^and pipjng forstea^ screen , in jiyjiich information is concentratedi^at^e
nection-oTth^s^ upp*er lef^ side of the.screen._In.order to adjtist this
/an^ tfii^gerational state"6f these apparatuses-is dis-^^ inbalance, ,iii^^ to-the position of^the
played.,Aiso^played is fluid flowing injtKe pipes. The"-^ infMmation on the screen'must be determined, and this
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is shown with reference to FIG. 23. Thus, when values from said plant data, wherein said modifying means
a], di, determine the position of the information on the further includes means for incorporating at least some
screen, areas A, B,C,D, which are hatched in (a) of of said further plant data in said selected one of said

FIG. 23 should be made as uniform as possible. To do prepared displays to generate said modified display,

this, the operation shown in (b) of FIG. 23 can be car-. 5 4. A control system according to claim 1, further

ried out so that the position of the information on the comprising printing means for providing a hard-copy
screen may be moved according to those rules. This print of said modified display.

operation can be carried out by conventional conver- 5. A control system according to claim 4, further

sion calculations, and the operational speed of this can . comprising means for enabling an operator to activate

be improved by use of "Fuzzy reasoning**. The result 10 said printing means.
this is shown in (c) of FIG. in which the information is 6. A control system according to claim 4, further

centrahsed on the screen. It may also be appreciated comprising means for automatically activating said

that the information displayed may then be enlarged to printing means.

fill the screen, using the enlarging function discussed 7. A control system according to claim 1, further

above. 15 comprising printing means for providing a hard-copy
A practical example of this is shown by FIGS. 24 and print of said selected one of said prepared displays.

D, which information is masked on the right hand side 8. A control system according to claim 7, further
of the screen in FIG. 24, and then the information of the comprising means for enabling an operator to activate

screen is shifted as shown in FIG. 2D, so that it is cen- said printing means.
tralised on the screen. 20 9. A control system according to claim 7, further

Thus, according to the present invention, fixed form comprising means for automatically activating said

screen infonnation prepared in advance may be pro- printing means.
cessed so that information which does not need to be 10. A control system according to claim 1, further
displayed may be made visually less prominent by oper- comprising means for inputting information relating to
ations such as making, and information desired to be 25 experience and a skill level of an operator, wherein said

displayed may be made more prominent. Furthermore, means for modifying said selected one of said prepared
information may be added to the display and the bal- displays further includes means for modifying said se-

ance of the screen of the display may be adjusted. Thus, lected one of said prepared displays based on said infor-

the desired information may be displayed on a display mation to generate said modified display, whereby said
device in a clear way, so that the user of the display 30 modified display is at least partially determined by the
device can clearly see genuinely necessary information, experience and the skill level of the operator,
without being troubled by excess information, but at the 11. A control system according to claim 1, further
same time without causing problems due to misunder- comprising:
standing of the display information. The present inven- means for selecting a further one of said prepared
tion also ensures that unnecessary information is not 35 displays; and
displayed, so that the user does not need to trouble means for modifying said further one of said prepared
himself with that unnecessary information. displays to generate a further modified display; and
What is claimed is: wherein said means for displaying said modified dis-

1. A control system for an industrial plant, compris- play includes means for displaying said modified
ing: 40 display and said further modified display simulta-

means for receiving a multiplicity of plant data repre- neously.

senting operating parameters of said plant; 12. A control system according to claim 1, further
means for storing a plurality of graphical patterns comprising means for receiving a modification request

representing said plant; from an operator, wherein said modifying means further
means for generating a plurality of prepared displays, 45 includes means for modifying said selected one of said

each of said prepared displays including at least prepared displays in response to said modification re-

one of said graphical patterns and at least some of quest.

said plant data; 13. A control system according to claim 1, wherein
means for selecting one of said prepared displays; said modifying means further includes means for auto-
means for modifying said selected one of said pre- 50 matically specifying said unnecessary information in

pared displays to generate a modified display, said said selected one of said prepared displays based on a
modifying means including means for performing change in a state of said plant
at least one of masking and reducing an intensity of 14. A control system according to claim 1, wherein
unnecessary information in said selected one of said said unnecessary information in said selected one of said
prepared displays to generate said modified dis- 55 prepared displays relates to at least one inactive portion
play; and of said plant,

means for displaying said modified display. 15. A control system according to claim 1, further
2. A control system according to claim 1, wherein comprising means for detecting whether or not an oper-

said means for modifying said selected one of said pre- ator is present, wherein at lest said displaying means
pared displays further mcludes means for performing at 60 does not operate if the detecting means detects that an
least one modification operation selected from the operator is not present.

group consisting of translation, change of colour, mag- 16. A control system for an industrial plant, compris-
nification, and periodic changing of selected informa- ing:

tion in said selected one of said prepared displays to means for generating a plurality of prepared displays,
generate said modified display. 65 each of said prepared displays including at least

3. A control system according to claim 1, further one graphical pattern representing said plant and a
comprising means for calculating further plant data plurality of plant data representmg operating pa-
representing further operating parameters of said plant rameters of said plant;
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means for selecting one of said prepared displays;

means for selecting only some of said plant data of
said selected one of said prepared displays; and

means for displaying said selected one of said pre-

pared displays as a modified display wherein said S

selected plant data of said selected one of said pre-'

pared displays is visually distinguished from other

plant data of said selected one of said prepared

displays.

17. A control system according to claim. 16, wherein 10

said means for selecting only some of said plant data of
said selected one of said prepared displays includes

means for receiving a request from an operator specify-

ing which of said plant data of said selected one of said

prepared displays is to be selected and visually distin-

guished when said selected one of said prepared dis-

plays is displayed by said displaying means as said modi-
fied display.

18. A method of operating an industrial plant, com-
prising the steps of:

receiving a multiplicity of plant data representing

operating parameters of said plant;

storing a plurality of graphical patterns representing

said plan^

generating a plurality of prepared displays, each of

said prepared displays including at least one of said
graphical patterns and at least some of said plant

data;

selecting one of said prepared displays;

modifying said selected one of said prepared displays

to generate a modified display, said modifying step

including the step of performing at least one of
masking and reducing an intensity of uimecessary

information in said selected one of said prepared
35

displays to generate said modified display; and
displaying said modified display.

19. A method according to claim 18, wherein said

step of modifying said selected one of said prepared
displays further includes the step of performing at least 40
one of translation, change of colour, magnification, and
periodically changing selected information in said se-

lected one of said prepared displays to generate said

modified display.

20. A method according to claim 18, further compris- 45
ing the step of calculating farther plant data represent-

ing further operating parameters of said plant from said

plant data, wherein said modifying step further includes

the step of incorporating at least some of said further

plant data in said selected one of said prepared displays so
to generate said modified display.

21. A method according to claim 18, further compris-
ing the step of receiving a modification request from an
operator, wherein said modifying step further includes

the step of modifying said selected one of said prepared 55

displays in response to said modification request
22. An industrial plant comprising:
a plurality of plant components each having operat-

ing parameters;

a control system for monitoring said plant compo- 60

nents;

,400

14
means for detecting said operating parameters of the

plant components and converting the detected
operating parameters to a multiplicity of plant data;

and
means for transmitting said multiplicity of plant data

to said control system, wherein said control system
monitors said plant components based on said mul-
tiplicity of plant data;

wherein said control system mcludes:

means for receiving said multiplicity of plant data;

means for storing a plurality of graphical patterns

representing said plant;

means for generating a plurality of prepared displays,

each of said prepared displays including at least

one of said graphical patterns and at least some of
said plant data;

means for selecting one of said prepared displays;

means for modifying said selected one of said pre-
pared displays to generate a modified display, said

modifying means including means for performing
at least one ofmasking and reducing an intensity of
imnecessary information in said selected one of said
prepared displays to generate said modified dis-

play; and

means for displaying said modified display.

23. A control system for an industrial plant, compris-
ing:

means for generating a plurality of prepared displays,

each of said prepared displays including at least

one graphical pattern representing said plant and a
plurality of plant data representing operating pa-

rameters of said plant;

means for selecting one of said prepared displays;

means for masking unnecessary information in said

selected one of said prepared displays and
means for displaying said selected one of said pre-

pared displays as a modified display wherein said

masked unnecessary information is deleted,

thereby enhancing visual clarity of other informa-
tion of said selected one ofsaid prepared displays in

said modified display.

24. A method of operating an industrial plant, com-
prising the steps of;

generating a plurality displays, each of said prepared
displays including at least one graphical pattern

representing said plant and a plurality of plant data
representing operating parameters of said plant;

selecting one of said prepared displays;

selecting only some of said plant data of said selected

one of said prepared displays; and
displaying said selected one of said prepared displays

as a modified display wherein said selected plant

data of said selected one of said prepared displays is

visually distinguished form other plant data of said

selected one of said prepared displays.

25. A method according to claim 24, wherein said

step of selecting only some of plant data includes the

step of receiving a request from an operator specifying

which of said plant data of said selected one of said

prepared displays is to be selected.*****

65
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